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BENTLEY ACUTE ADOLESCENT UNIT 

Statement 
HON LINDA SAVAGE (East Metropolitan) [10.11 pm]: Members may recall that I first raised the issue of 
the Bentley adolescent unit on 7 September 2010. At that time I expressed my concern at what I had seen when I 
had visited the Bentley adolescent unit the month before—that is, the state of the facility, the furniture and the 
disrepair, and issues in regard to staff and patients, which was due to the restricted view from the nurses’ station. 
It was of course by then two years since the election and clearly nothing had been done, notwithstanding how 
critical Hon Helen Morton had been of the facility. As members will recall, I spoke on numerous occasions and 
also asked quite a lot of questions.  

On 28 September last year, because I had received no response, I met the former Minister for Mental Health, 
Dr Graham Jacobs. He assured me that funds would be forthcoming. In fact, on 10 October last year he issued a 
press release stating that $335 000 would be made available for immediate upgrades of furniture, for painting, 
and for some training. Seven months after that announcement, on 26 April this year, Hon Helen Morton 
announced that the state government would commit $3 million to upgrade the Bentley adolescent unit. Perhaps 
by happy coincidence, less than a month later the federal government committed $4.4 million to upgrade the 
Bentley adolescent unit. The original $3 million, which the current Minister for Mental Health, Hon Helen 
Morton, had committed to a few weeks before, was, as she told Parliament, now to be diverted back to the 
Department of Health’s minor works allocation. Obviously, the commitment by the federal government of 
$4.4 million to upgrade the Bentley adolescent unit is extremely welcome. I am sure that when the upgrade is 
complete, credit will be given where credit is due for that amount of money.  

On 25 May, I expressed in this place my disappointment that the immediate upgrades, including painting and 
furnishing, had not occurred. I visited the Bentley Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service on 2 June this 
year because I was made aware of that. I want to talk about that visit and I will begin by thanking the Minister 
for Mental Health, Hon Helen Morton, for facilitating that visit straightaway. When I arrived, I was met by two 
members of the Bentley Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service, whom I also thank for taking the time to 
show me around the facility. I must say, though, that the very first thing they said to me when I arrived was that I 
would not see anything different from when I had last visited the facility in August. I knew that, of course, 
because I had been made aware that nothing substantial had been done. In answer to a question asked on 25 
May, Hon Helen Morton had referred to the money that had been provided by the federal government and the 
withdrawal of the state government funding, and to the work that had been undertaken regarding beds, linen, 
furniture, floor coverings and paintings. I thought that might have meant that that had happened. However, as I 
said, I was told when I arrived that I would not see any observable difference. The explanation given to me was 
that there had been a change of minister and a rearrangement of funding. The Bentley Child and Adolescent 
Mental Health Service had moved from the Mental Health Commission to the Child and Adolescent Mental 
Health Services. As a result of the move and the appointment of a new minister, it was not until substantially 
later that the $335 000 for the immediate upgrades, which was announced in October, became available. 

I had a good look around the Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service but, as I said, there were no changes 
for me to see. However, I was very pleased to hear the welcome news that a new ward clerk had been appointed 
recently and that a new senior nurse was to be appointed. I was told that the facility had purchased a small 
amount of electrical equipment that was available in the kitchen, as well as grooming hairdryers and 
straighteners for the patients. I would like to put on the record, because I think it is fair to do so, that the staff are 
feeling very much happier and the morale has very much improved. That is because, although the $335 000—the 
promise of which had lifted their spirits in October— had not been used immediately, they were well aware that 
they had been allocated funding of $3 million, which now has been superseded by the provision of $4.4 million. 
Although there was no new furniture in the facility and the lounge room and areas in which the patients reside 
are very grim, I was very pleased to hear that furniture has been ordered and that artwork will be arriving. I 
understand also that new beds, bed linen and bedsheets have been purchased and that other new equipment has 
been ordered. 

Perhaps most exciting are the renovation plans that have been put up on the wall. The staff are beginning to have 
some input into how the facility will be upgraded and what work will be done. Hopefully, the Orygen Youth 
Health training will occur in the next six to 12 months. Of course, these time lines are not what I would have 
hoped when I raised this issue last year in September, and they are not what I would have expected, given the 
response I had from the minister. However, I am told that it should all be finished by the end of 2012. That is, of 
course, very good news for the staff and obviously for the patients. I thank the two members of the Child and 
Adolescent Mental Health Service who showed me around. I would like to put on record that the service at 
Bentley has always been extremely well served by the dedicated clinicians there, notwithstanding the 
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circumstances, as well as the other people with whom I spoke. I hope that their hopes for this service and for the 
building, particularly now with the $4.4 million, will be realised perhaps by the end of next year. 
 


